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ABSTRACT
This study was an attempt to explore the relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence
and their tolerance of ambiguity; in addition, this study intended to see if there is any significant relationship
between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their tolerance of ambiguity after controlling
for their proficiency level. To this end, 40 Iranian upper-intermediate EFL students were selected out of 200
students through administrating the Oxford placement test. Then, the researcher administered the contrastive
lexical competence test and the second language tolerance of ambiguity scale. Data was analyzed through using
Pearson correlation coefficient and partial correlation coefficient. The results indicated that there was a rather
small, non-significant positive correlation between the two variables, r = .13, n = 40, with high levels of contrastive
lexical competence associated with higher levels of tolerance of ambiguity. The findings showed that controlling
for proficiency level had a fairly high effect on the strength and direction of the relationship between the two
variables. It seems that, in contrast with general proficiency, higher contrastive lexical competence means less
concern with the urgency of tolerating ambiguities. The findings of the study have some implications for teachers
and students.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
There are many learner variables that instructors should take into account in second language classes because they
determine the techniques and methods that instructors can apply in the class and thus the success of their students.
Among others, one of the most important variables is tolerance of ambiguity or ambiguity tolerance (AT). According
to Brown (2000), AT refers to "the degree to which you are cognitively willing to tolerate ideas and propositions that
run counter to your own belief system or structure of knowledge" (p. 119). To better understand the notion of AT, and
its relation to language learning context, it is beneficial to trace its origin, clarify the role it plays and determine the
way through which it can influence learners in a language learning situation. According to Brown (2000), AT is
regarded as one of those styles that have emerged in second language research as "potentially significant contributors
to successful acquisition" (p. 114).
AT indicates people's personality and can affect many aspects of their lives in general and determines their
success in learning in specific (Ely, 1989). In language learning environment, AT means the ability of dealing with
new ambiguous situations without being frustrated or without resorting to sources of knowledge (Ellis, 1994). In such
a way, students who are tolerant of ambiguity are expected to feel at ease with learning the structural and cultural
aspects of a new language in the face of uncertainties and ambiguous situations (Erten & Topkaya, 2009). Ely (1989)
suggested that ambiguity in language learning appears as uncertainty, which is experienced by language learners
whenever they feel they have not pronounced a sound accurately, or understood how to use a grammatical point or
grasped the exact meaning of a word.
There is good reason to believe that in language learners’ successful language learning and use, AT is of
significant prominence (Ashouri & Fotovatnia, 2010; Erten & Topkaya, 2009). AT potentially influences learning any
subject but it is more easily noticed in the case of learning a second/foreign language and language learners are
different in dealing with AT as for some learners AT means more excitement and for some others AT means more
frustration and less interest (Sadabadi, 2014). In language learning this tolerance may be construed as “an ability to
deal with ambiguous new stimuli without frustration or without appeals to authority” (Ellis, 1994, p. 518). Language
learners who are more tolerant of ambiguity then, are expected to feel comfortable with learning a new language with
its uncertainties and unknown structural and cultural norms to be dealt with (Erten & Topkaya, 2009).
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Ambiguity in language learning inadvertently influences learners in the sense that they may find themselves
incapable of dealing with new cultural and linguistic information they are exposed to and this most probably results
in demotivation, anxiety and disappointment (Ely, 1995; White, 1999). White (1999) viewed AT as a response to
reservations, which helps to taken care of ambiguities in order to prevent its negative effects on one’s development.
Dornyei (2005) asserts that briefing language learners about how their teachers try to lower their AT will increase
their self-confidence and motivation. White (1999) holds that failing to reasonably tolerate ambiguities may create a
stressful environment for language learners, which may lower their chances of proper language learning and strategy
use. Ely (1995) stated that “the ideal case, of course, is that of the learner who is neither inhibited by low tolerance of
ambiguity nor oblivious to linguistic subtleties” (p. 93).
EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND
Regarding the relationship between tolerance of ambiguity and language learning, some experimental studies have
been conducted. Some of them are reported as follows:
El-Koumy's (2000) performed a study on the relationship between AT and reading comprehension. He used a
general tolerance of ambiguity scale and reading comprehension subtest of TOEFL and administered them to tertiary
level learners of English. He discovered that the two constructs were positively correlated and that middles AT group
gained higher scores in reading comprehension compared to high and low AT groups. Similarly, Kondo-Brown (2006)
found that as an affective factor, AT played a major role in determining success in reading. They found a close
relationship between AT and intrinsic motivation as influential factors in Japanese learners’ reading comprehension.
In a similar vein, Karbalaee (2011) found that her participants' average AT scores were highest in items related to
reading skill.
Some scholars explored gender differences in AT. For example, Maubach and Morgan (2001) investigated the
effect of gender on language learning styles of 72 students of French and German (57 girls, 15 boys). They found that
males outperformed females in AT scores. In contrast, Kissau (2006), perfumed a study on 490 French language
learners (254 girls, 236 boys) and found no significant gender difference in AT. Similarly, Barati and Moinzadeh
(2012) reported that that compared to their male peers, female participants were less tolerant of ambiguity. Also,
Sa’dabadi (2014) performed a study on 67 females and 67 males Iranian EFL learners and discovered that males were
superior to females in being tolerant of ambiguity. This does not mean that all studies reveal such gender difference.
For example Basoz (2015) reported that both gendered were equally tolerant of ambiguities.
In a more comprehensive study, Khajeh (2002) evaluated the relationship between AT, language proficiency,
and language learning strategies. He took advantage of 120 male and female sophomore 18-25 year old participants.
She discovered that AT was positively correlated with both proficiency level and frequency of strategy use.
The influence that the level of AT may have on the use of certain language learning strategies has been also
shown in other studies. For example, Ehrman and Oxford (1990) reported that learners with higher levels of AT more
frequently resorted to some learning strategies. This has been corroborated by Erten and Topkaya (2009) who found
significant correlation among their participants’ AT, their self-perceived success, and strategy training they received.
Nosratinia, Niknam, and Sarabchian (2013) also discovered that there was a significant correlation between Iranian
EFL learners’ AT and the frequency of their language learning strategy use. More recently, Chu, Lin, Chen, Tsai, and
Wang (2015) investigated the relationships among three variables namely, AT, language learning strategies, and L2
proficiency in the context of learning Chinese as a second language (CSL) in Taiwan and found that the three
constructs are intertwined with to one another. Despite obtaining non-significant statistical results regarding the
relationship between AT and overall strategy, high AT showed to be a significant predictor of L2 competence and L2oriented learning strategy use with less reliance on L1.
In a research more relevant to the present study, Basoz (2015) tried to understand whether EFL learners’ AT
influences their vocabulary knowledge. Basoz performed the study on 60 freshmen in the English Language Teaching
(ELT) Department of a state university in Turkey. The data analysis revealed that learners were moderately tolerant
of ambiguities. It was also found that although participants’ AT and their vocabulary knowledge were not significantly
related, the relationship between their AT and their self-perceived achievement in foreign language vocabulary
learning was statistically significant.
These findings made the researchers of the current study curious to know how language learners’ knowledge
about vocabulary and collocations together with their ability to properly translate them influence their AT. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, no research has been done to investigate the relationship between language learners’ lexical
competence, translation competence and AT. The ability to effectively translate lexical units across languages may
amount to what Ziafar (2017) termed as contrastive lexical competence (CLC). CLC can be defined as ability in
language acquired through mastering equivalents for Lexical Chunks (LCs) between languages (Larzade & Ziafar,
2016). It also involves knowing how L2 LCs can be used in order to do the same functions realized through using
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similar LCs in L1. Language learning with the aim of gaining CLC is beneficial in that it readily brings L1 and L2
cultural norms into play. Trying to figure out the messages involved in L2 LCs sensitizes language learners to the
differences that exist between the two worldviews and cultural oddities (Larzade & Ziafar, 2016).
CLC facilitates the problematization of taken for granted cultural norms (Larzade & Ziafar, 2016). From
differences between the native culture and the target culture meanings that were taken for granted are abruptly
challenged, questioned, and problematized (Thanasoulas, 2001). Within a CLC paradigm, taken for granted ideas are
challenged through contrasting LCs in first culture (C1) with LCs in second culture (C2). Two cultures may be similar
or different; the role of CLC is better felt when dealing with differences, although according to Yassine (2006):
Interculturality is best conceived as an active process of interchange, interaction and cooperation between
cultures emphasizing the similarities and considering the cultural diversity as an enriching element. It
promotes the coexistence between several groups of different cultures (p. 32).
This co-existence may exert significant influences on language learners’ AT as it may determine the level of
vagueness one may experience when learning and L2. Thus, this study aimed to investigate the relationship between
CLC and AT of Iranian intermediate EFL students. This study attempted to answer the following Research questions
and the ensuing null hypothesis was explored:
RQ1: Is there a significant relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their
tolerance of ambiguity?
RQ2: What is the relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their tolerance of
ambiguity after controlling for their proficiency level?
H01: There is no significant relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their
tolerance of ambiguity.
METHODOLOGY
PARTICIPANTS
Forty upper-intermediate EFL students from English language institutes of Goya, Asateed, Aran, Iranian Language
Institute, and Azad University of Ahvaz were selected as the participants of the current study. They were chosen
among 200 students through administrating the Oxford Placement Test (OPT). Their ages ranged from 17 to 35. Both
genders were included in this study.
INSTRUMENTS
Initially a placement test was given to determine the proficiency level of the learners. This was carried out through
the administration of Oxford Placement Test (OPT). It was given to help the authors select the upper-intermediate
students. This test consists of 200 items; 100 listening items and 100 grammar items. The learners whose scores
exceeded 135 out of 200 were taken to be upper-intermediate and higher and thus allowed to participate in the study.
The reason why the authors decided to utilize OPT was because the test is a standard test of proficiency, and its validity
and reliability have proved satisfactory.
As the name implies, the CLC test was administered to measure the CLC of the participants (see Appendix A).
The test was designed by Ziafar (2017) and includes 10 items of C-test and 10 items of multiple-choice questions. All
questions are composed of English and Persian chunks. In each multiple-choice test item there is one English chunks
in the test stem and four Persian chunk options with one best answer and three other distractors. All the test item
contents incorporated in this test were taken from authentic materials including the English textbooks which are being
taught in language schools and the ones drawn from popular movies and TV series.
The third instrument of this study was the Second Language Tolerance of Ambiguity Scale (SLTAS) (Ely,
1995) which also incorporates some embedded demographic questions (see Appendix B). Although there are other
scales for measuring AT available in the literature (e.g. Budner, 1962; Norton, 1975), to the best of researchers’
knowledge, the SLTAS is the only published scale especially designed for measuring AT in language learning. The
version of SLTAS which was used in this study has 12 items with a four point Likert scale. The items aimed to measure
the students' agreement level with statements depicting intolerance of ambiguity in given situations. This version of
the SLTAS was previously reported to have high internal consistency (Kazamina, 1999). The Cronbach's alpha
internal consistency reliability for SLTAS has been measured to be rather high (r=.75).
In its original version the SLTAS has three options namely: 4 (Strongly Agree), 3 (Agree), 2 (Disagree), and 1
(Strongly Disagree). In this current study, however, to avoid any bias and not to make students take a forced decision
between a negative or positive choice (Dörnyei, 2001), Ely's SLTAS was modified to have a five point Likert scale a
new option (not sure) was added.
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
At first, 40 upper-intermediate EFL students from English language institutes were selected through the administration
of OPT. Next, the researchers administered the CLC test in order to determine the CLC of the participants. Afterwards,
SLTAS was distributed among the participants to measure the students’ AT. After data was gathered via the
aforementioned instruments, statistical analysis was performed.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data gathered was analyzed and interpreted according to the objectives of the study. Since the only objective of
the present study was to find the relationship between CLC and AT of the students, after ensuring the normality of
data, the data was analyzed through using Pearson correlation coefficient and partial correlation coefficient. The
correlation level of .7 was taken as the criterion for the existence of considerable correlation between the two variables.
The significance level of the relationship was also taken into account. The significance level of .05 was taken as the
predetermined level for significance. Finally, values of coefficient of determination were calculated to investigate the
amount of variance in each variable explained by the other variable.
RESULTS
In this section, descriptive statistics and inferential statistics were utilized to analyze the gathered data. Descriptive
statistics were calculated and compared. Values such as means and standard deviations were computed to summarize
the participants’ scores on the tests. Details are presented below.
Table 4.1:
Descriptive Statistics (Correlation between CLC and Tolerance of Ambiguity)
Mean
CLC
Tolerance

Std. Deviation

60.63
63.25

N

18.369
12.687

40
40

Based on Table 4.1, the mean score of the participants in CLC test is 60.63, and their mean score in SLTAS
is 63.25.
Table 4.2:
Correlation between CLC and Tolerance of Ambiguity before Controlling for Proficiency Level
CLC
CLC

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Tolerance

1
.
40

.130
.425
40

The relationship between EFL learners’ CLC and their AT was investigated using Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient. Preliminary analyses were performed to ensure no violation of the assumptions of normality,
linearity and homoscedasticity. According to Table 4.2, there was a rather small, non-significant positive correlation
between the two variable, r = .13, n = 40, with high levels of CLC associated with higher levels of tolerance of
ambiguity. The coefficient of determination was calculated to be .01, which means that the two variables account for
only 1 percent of each other’s variance. On the other hand, they have only 1 percent of shared variance.
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Table 4.3:
Descriptive Statistics (Correlation between CLC and Tolerance of Ambiguity)

CLC
Tolerance
Proficiency

Mean
60.63
63.25
71.20

Std. Deviation
18.369
12.687
5.034

N
40
40
40

Based on Table 4.3, the mean value of the participants’ in CLC test, SLTAS, and proficiency tests are is
60.63, 63.25, and 71.20 respectively.
Table 4.4:
Correlation between CLC and Tolerance of Ambiguity after Controlling for Proficiency Level
Control Variables
-none-a

CLC

Tolerance

CLC
Correlation

.130

.593

Significance (2-tailed)

.

.425

.000

df
Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)

0
.130
.425

38
1.000
.

38
.228
.157

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

Proficiency

CLC

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

Tolerance

Proficiency

1.000

df
Proficiency

Tolerance

Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
df

38

0

38

.593

.228

1.000

.000

.157

.
0

38

38

1.000

-.007

.

.965

0

37

-.007

1.000

.965
37

.
0

a. Cells contain zero-order (Pearson) correlations.
Partial correlation was used to explore the relationship between the participants’ CLC and their AT while
controlling for the scores on their proficiency test. Preliminary analyses were performed to ensure no violation of the
assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity. Based on Table 4.4, there is a very small, non-significant
negative correlation between the two variables, r = -.007, n = 40, with high levels of CLC associated with lower levels
of tolerance of ambiguity. An inspection of the zero order correlation (r = .13) reveals that controlling for proficiency
level had a fairly high effect on the strength and direction of the relationship between the two variables (CLC and
tolerance of ambiguity). On the other hand, what has contributed to the presence of a relationship between the two
variables has been proficiency level and controlling for this variable has made the two other variables almost unrelated.
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Table 4.5
Correlation among all Three Variables

Proficiency

Proficiency

Tolerance

CLC

1

.228

.593**

.157

.000

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Tolerance

CLC

N

40

40

40

Pearson Correlation

.228

1

.130

Sig. (2-tailed)

.157

.425

N

40

40

40

Pearson Correlation

.593**

.130

1

.000

.425

40

40

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

40

Upon making further comparisons among all three variables, as represented in Table 4.5, it becomes clear
that only CLC and proficiency level have significant positive correlation (r = .59, n = 40, p <.0005). The coefficient
of determination was calculated to be .34 which means that the two variables account for 34 percent of each other’s
variance. Tolerance and proficiency level also show small positive non-significant correlation (r = .23, n = 40). The
coefficient of determination for these two variables revealed to be .08 which means that they have 8 percent of shared
variance. All in all, it can be posited that the higher level of CLC is determinant of the EFL learners’ AT to the level
that it represents their proficiency level.
DISCUSSION
The research questions may be answered by drawing on the results obtained in the previous section. The research
questions are answered and discussions are made in comparison with the other relevant research findings.
RQ1. Is there a significant relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their
tolerance of ambiguity?
In order to answer the first research question, the researcher analyzed the participants’ performance on CLC
test and SLTAS using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. After collecting and analyzing the data,
preliminary analyses were carried out to certify no contravention of the presumptions of normality, linearity and
homoscedasticity. According to Table 4.2, there was a rather small, non-significant positive correlation between the
two variables (r = .13, n = 40) with high levels of CLC associated with higher levels of tolerance of ambiguity. The
coefficient of determination was calculated to be .01, which means that the two variables account for only 1 percent
of each other’s variance. On the other hand, they have only 1 percent of shared variance.
RQ2. What is the relationship between Iranian EFL learners' contrastive lexical competence and their
tolerance of ambiguity after controlling for their proficiency level?
To answer the second research question, the researcher analyzed the students’ scores using partial correlation.
Preliminary
analyses
were
performed
to
ensure
no
violation
of
the
assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity. Based on the results, after controlling for the proficiency
level scores, there was a very small, non-significant negative correlation between the two variable (r = -.007, n = 40)
with high levels of CLC associated with lower levels of tolerance of ambiguity. An investigation of the zero order
correlation (r = .13) indicates that controlling for proficiency level had a fairly high impact on the strength and
direction of the relationship between the two variables (CLC and tolerance of ambiguity). On the other hand,
proficiency level has contributed to the presence of a relationship between the two variables and controlling for this
variable has made the two other variables related in a different way. Generally, it can be assumed that the higher level
of CLC is determinant of the EFL learners’ AT to the level that it demonstrates their proficiency level.
These results are quite in keeping with Ashouri and Fotovatnia’s (2010) findings which show that risk-taker
learners have negative beliefs about translation. On the other hand, those who are more apt to endure the uncertainties
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are less likely to resort to translation and finding equivalents. This has also been emphasized by those who contend
that more tolerant language learners are more eager to take risks and accept change more easily (Naiman et al., 1978;
Rubin, 1975).
Moreover, as research findings are supporting the fact that AT and strategy use are positively correlated (Chu,
et al., 2015; Erman & Oxford, 1990; Erten & Topkaya, 2009; Khajeh, 2002; Nosratinia, Niknam, & Sarabchin 2013),
and also shows that proficiency and strategy use are closely related, it may be concluded that the odds of resorting to
comparison of lexical chunks are much lower in less proficient language learners. Such comparisons may be used a
strategy that could have made learners cognizant of the ameliorating effect of such comparisons to the doubts they
may have when learning L2.
One factor that may have yielded these results may be that, as learners develop their linguistic knowledge, the
need to control every detail in language learning becomes more important, thus resulting in higher tolerance of
ambiguity. Furthermore, the more trained students are about strategies they could employ while learning a foreign
language, the more tolerant they can become of ambiguities, which may eventually bring success in learning a foreign
language.
On the other hand, CLC may increase language learners’ eagerness to have easy access to meaning and this
causes their reluctance to exercise tolerance when coming across ambiguities in meaning. On the other hand, those
who have lower CLC and at lower proficiency levels tolerate ambiguities because they have no any other choices to
make since they have not been taught that contrastive analysis of lexical chunks is a strategy that they may have
neglected in doing away with their uncertainties. This is quite in line with Basoz’s (2015) report which shows that AT
and vocabulary knowledge are not significantly related.
CONCLUSION
It may be claimed that those with higher levels of CLC are more likely to overcome ambiguities they face and are thus
less patient when uncertainties emerge in the course of language learning. More tolerant learners are capable of
employing some other strategies than comparing and contrasting lexical chunks in dispelling such ambiguities.
Although this research does not put forth generalizable results, it does draw the reader’s attention to the phenomena
of the influence of ambiguity tolerance on CLC test performance.
Ambiguity tolerance, discussed alongside other individual learner differences, is still considered to be a
relatively new and developing area within foreign language research. Hopefully, the importance and influence of
ambiguity tolerance in foreign language learning will be realized in every English class, and important measures will
be taken to direct this cognitive style as efficiently as possible. Of great importance is to mention that the investigation
of the influence of ambiguity tolerance on other test formats is ripe for research. Therefore, teachers are recommended
to make students aware of ambiguity tolerance. Teachers in all educational settings including language institutes, and
schools will profit from the results which will provide insights on the advantages of improving learners’ level of
ambiguity in EFL settings.
It is significant to explore tolerance ambiguity since an awareness of how it affects foreign language learners
and learning may change the way teachers plan and perform their lessons, and help learners overcome their
psychological barriers. Since, a certain level of intolerance (e.g. high) can be a kind of hindrance in the process of
language learning, teachers are influential members in learning contexts and are expected to play a role in helping
learners to reach higher levels of success in language learning specially when ambiguities happen. This role is
manifested in teachers’ responsibility to enhance students’ awareness of methods, procedures and teaching content as
well. As active agents in earning process, teachers, then, have responsibilities to assist learners in their efforts to
succeed in language learning. They should be prepared to set an agenda and share it with their students to help them
increase their awareness of classroom procedures as well as the content to be learnt. Also, the findings remind the
teachers to be more cautious in interpreting the scores of the students because factors other than language knowledge
are involved in determining the success of students and try to use strategic techniques to create an atmosphere in the
classroom.
The findings of the current research can inform the students that learning situation is mixed with ambiguity
and one way to bear this ambiguous situation is to increase their tolerance of ambiguity. When learners are informed
about classroom procedures, they feel more comfortable, self-confident and motivated in the language classroom
which may in return help lower tolerance of ambiguity. As students become aware of ambiguity tolerance, they may
get open-minded in accepting ideas, events, and facts that contradict their own views; they become ambiguity tolerant,
that is, more content than others to entertain and even internalize contradictory propositions. The findings can help
those close-minded and dogmatic students to be more ambiguity tolerant.
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Appendix (A): Contrastive Lexical Competence Test
Part 1: Choose the best equivalent (1, 2, 3 or 4) for the followings.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"1." He bursts your bubble
 .1او به شما اميد نمی دهد .
 .2او شما را می ترساند.
 .3او تو ذوق شما می زند.
 .4او چراغهای شما را می ترکاند.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"2." I'm swing by your office.
 .1من با عجله به دفتر شما می آيم..
 .2من از دفتر شما خارج شدم.
 .3من يه سر ميام دفتر شما.
 .4من در دفتر شما مردد هستم .
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"3." Money's off the table
 .1پول را از روی ميز برداشت.
 .2پولی در کار نيست.
 .3اين ميز رايگان است.
 .4پول روی ميز نيست.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"4." She can't get enough of them.
 .1از آنها سير نميشه.
 .2به حد کفايت از آنها ندارد.
 .3اندازه کافی از آنها وجود ندارد.
 .4از آنها خسته می شود.
.......................................................................................................................................................
"5." She likes to spend money just for the sake of it.
 .1او دوست داره همينجور الکی پول خرج کنه.
 .2او دوست داره پولش رو فقط در ان مغازه خرج کند.
 .3به دليل شخصی دوست داره پول خرج کنه.
 .4فقط برای اون دوست داره پول خرج کنه.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"6." I don’t have any chemistry with you anymore.
 .1من ديگه با تو کﻼس شيمی ندارم.
 .2درس شيمی ما تمام شد.ديگه کﻼس نداريم.
 .3من ديگه هيچ حسی به تو ندارم.
 .4من ديگه با تو رازی ندارم.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"7." Deep down, I like swimming.
 .1من دوست دارم در عمق زياد شنا کنم.
 .2برعکس من شنا کردن را دوست دارم.
 .3از اعماق وجودم شنا کردن رو دوست دارم.
 .4غواصی را دوست دارم.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
"8." the baby can't even sit up yet, let alone walk
 .1بچه هنوز نميتونه بشينه چه برسه راه بره .
 .2اين بچه به تنهايی نميتونه راه بره يا بشينه.
 .3بچه نميتونه حتی بشينه اجازه بده تنها راه برم.
 .4بچه هنوز نميتونه راه بره يا بشينه  ،باهاش تمرين کن.
Part 2: According to the meaning complete each item with correct letters.
"!_ _ 9. "Gi_ _ me a sh
! بده بهم فرصت يه
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
10. " I had a math exam and I b _ _ _ it."
. امتحان رياضی داشتم و خرابش کردم
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. "I have a connection in this company. He can pu _ _ str _ _ _ _ for you."
.  او می تواند برای شما پارتی بازی کند.من در اين شرکت رابطه دارم
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
12." I have a sweet t _ _ _ _ "
.من عشق شيرينی ام
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
13." He didn’t sl _ _ _ a w _ _ _ last night. He has fallen in love."
. او عاشق شده است.او شب گذشته چشم روی هم نذاشته
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
14." I have a grudge against you because you hu _ _ my fe _ _ _ _ _ _ ."
.من به شما هيچ عﻼقه ای ندارم زيرا قلب مرا شکسته ای
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
15." I fired her because she had sti _ _ _ fi _ _ _ _ _ ."
.من او را اخراج کردم زيرا او دستش کج بود
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
16. "It costs an a _ _ and a l _ _ ."
.اين گرون تموم ميشه برات
……………………………………………………………………………………………….......
17. " What is the oc- - - - - - of this celebration?"
مناسبت اين مهمانی چيست ؟
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
18." To the be _ _ of my kno _ _ _ _ _ _ he is an old timer."
.تا جايی که من ميدانم او يک کهنه کار است
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
19. A:" I feel like going for a walk.
B: ok, but take an umbrella, just in c _ _ _ ."
. مبادا بارون بياد. باشه ولی چتری همراه خود بيار.دوست دارم قدم بزنم
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
20." A: Isn’t your car too small?
B: We are only 3 people. It ser _ _ _ our pur _ _ _ _ perfectly."
ماشين شما خيلی کوچک نيست؟. برای ما کفايت می کنه.ما فقط سه نفر هستيمAppendix (B): Second Language Tolerance of Ambiguity Scale
1. When I am reading something in English, I feel impatient when I don`t totally understand the meaning.
2. It bothers me that I don’t understand everything the teacher says in English.
3. When I write English compositions, I do not like it when I cannot express my ideas exactly.
4. It is frustrating that sometimes I don’t understand completely some English grammar.
5. I do not like the feeling that my English pronunciation is not quite correct.
6. I do not enjoy reading something in English that takes a while to figure out completely.
7. It bothers me that even though I study English grammar some of it is hard to use in speaking and writing.
8. When I am writing in English, I do not like the fact that I cannot say exactly what I want.
9. It bothers me when the teacher uses an English word that I do not know.
10. When I am speaking in English, I feel uncomfortable if I cannot communicate my ideas clearly.
11. I do not like the fact that sometimes I cannot find English words that mean the same as some words in my own
language.
12. One thing I do not like about reading in English is having to guess what the meaning is.
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